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The Complete Adventures of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie (May Gibbs)
Tales from the Gum Tree
'It's hard to tell, hard to say, I don't know if the bush babies found me or I found the little creatures.' May Gibbs' stories
reveal magic in the Australian bush, woven through the voices of her unique and curious characters and through her
imagery and humour. It is a magic that continues to captivate generations of Australians. In this fascinatingly detailed and
well researched biography, Maureen Walsh steps into May Gibbs' magic circle and gives us an insight into one of Australia's
most treasured children's authors. Commencing with May's birth in middle class London, Maureen details the family's
struggles upon their arrival in an unfamiliar land. While their initial encounters of the harsh Australian outback were
daunting, a move to Perth brings happier times and leads to May's affinity with the bush. May Gibbs' lively spirit is brought
to life with interviews, notes from May's sketchbooks and quotes from her letters and autobiographical notes. This book is a
commitment to the story of May Gibbs and, with the help of those who care for our Australian stories and bush magic, is
keeping the memory of May and her characters alive.

Chucklebud and Wunkydoo
The bush is the home of many different nuts and blossoms known as the Gumnut Babies. Some are gentle and shy. Others
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are bold and curious. This book is about a bold nut called Snugglepot and his adventure in Big City.

The Complete Adventures of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie: the Deluxe Edition (May Gibbs)
With a fresh newly designed cover, Australia's favourite koala returns to delight old and new readers alike. the Complete
Adventures of Blinky Bill combines in one edition Dorothy Wall's much-loved classics, Blinky Bill (first published in 1933),
Blinky Bill Grows Up (1934) and Blinky Bill and Nutsy (1937). One of the best-loved Australian children's book characters of
all time, this mischievous koala has continued to delight readers of all ages and the books have never been out of print.
Blinky Bill is the quintessential larrikin. With enthusiastic pleasure, this headstrong and impudent little koala sets out on a
series of bold adventures testing not only his mother's patience, but also that of all the bush creatures and others he
encounters. His shenanigans at Miss Pym's shop and Farmer Smifkins's vegie patch show him to be a very naughty koala
indeed! this new paperback edition of a cherished Australian classic includes the original illustrations, bringing to life the
wonderful world of Blinky Bill to today's generation.

Tales from the Bush
The Muddle-headed Wombat on the River
Storm Boy lives with his recluse father on South Australia's lonely and beautiful Coorong. Here Storm Boy roams with his
pet pelican Mr. Percival and his secret Aboriginal friend Fingerbone Bill. Suggested level: primary, intermediate.

Ten Little Gumnuts
This delightful set of stories about the adventures of a mischievous koala bear has been loved by generations of young
Australians. Dorothy Wall's amusing tales and drawings, and her love of the bush and concern for its conservation, still have
the power to enchant children everywhere. This handsome new edition contains the complete text of 'Blinky Bill', 'Blinky Bill
Grows Up' and 'Blinky Bill and Nutsy', with all the original charming illustrations.

May Gibbs Gumnut Babies
Gumnuts and Blossoms splash in the sun. Then the moon comes to tell them the day is all done! Goodnight, Gumnuts!
Goodnight, Blossoms! The bush folk are all getting ready for bed. Join Snugglepot and Cuddlepie as they wish everyone
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goodnight.

A Cuddlepie Tale
Gumnut Babies
Evolution and behaviour - Families of spiders - Spiders and the Australian landscapean_

At Risk
Contemporary Nutritionis designed for students with little or no background in college-level biology, chemistry or
physiology. It provides the ideal balance of reliable nutrition information and practical consumer-oriented knowledge. With a
friendly writing style, the authors act as the student's personal guide to dispelling common misconceptions and to gaining a
solid foundation for making informed nutrition choices.Contemporary Nutritionemphasizes that a population consists of
individuals with varying genetic and cultural backgrounds, and these individuals will have varying responses to diet. The
knowledge gained from this text will allow students to personalize nutrition information and make smart choices.

Tales from the Camp Fire
A New York Times bestseller from the author of The Rules of Magic: In 1980s America, a family copes with their daughter’s
terrifying diagnosis. In a lovely old house near the coast of Massachusetts, the Farrells go through the routines of a typical
August morning. Eight-year-old Charlie, a junior biologist and dinosaur expert, tries to collect one of his insect specimens.
His sister, Amanda, a talented gymnast who at eleven years old is already saving her money to try out for the Olympics,
prepares for her last meet of the summer. Ivan, their absent-minded father, is involved with his work as an astronomer. Out
in the garden, his wife, Polly, wonders how she can trick her children into eating more zucchini. They are a family as unique
and ordinary as any other, but their world will soon be shattered when Amanda is diagnosed with the disease that has been
making headlines lately: AIDS. The new and still-mysterious ailment scares them—and their friends and neighbors as well.
In an instant, everything that gave their lives meaning is ripped away, and the intimacy that once came so naturally
vanishes. Too overcome with grief to turn to each other, Ivan and Polly seek solace elsewhere. Charlie is abandoned by his
best friend and, for long stretches at a time, forgotten by his parents. Amanda, who holds on to her dreams so tightly, must
somehow find a way to let go. Torn apart by the prospect of their loss, Polly, Ivan, and Charlie must find the courage to
come back together again—for Amanda’s sake and for their own. At Risk is an exquisite book about true sorrow and even
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truer devotion.

Spiders
Monkey Grip
One by one ten little gummnuts encounter disaster until none is left, but when the koala announces dinner time, everyone
comes back.

Bib and Bub
Paperback edition of well-known children's classic, first published in 1920. One of a set of three books about the adventures
of gumnut babies Snugglepot and Cuddlepie and their friends, including the wise Little Obelia in her home under the sea.
Distinctively illustrated by the author.

A Tiny Story of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie
When Nittersing is stolen and taken to live with the bad Banksia Men, Nuttybub and his friend Mr Lizard undertake a series
of adventures in order to resuce him.

The Gumnut Baby Adventures (May Gibbs)
This May Gibbs boxed set contains these four titles: Little Obelia: The Lost Princess Ragged Blossom: Mrs Snakes Plot
Snugglepot: The Beetle Battle, and Cuddlepie: Honey Trouble.

May Gibbs
Without the details there could be no larger picture. May Gibbs became one of Australia's most well-known and loved
illustrators. Her gumnut babies have been adored by generations of children. For the first time her early life and artistic
career are explored in detail. She traveled to England in a quest to develop as an artist and became an early supporter of
the suffragettes. Her early paintings of wildflowers led her to discover the limitations of being a woman artist and she
discovered that working hard to develop a sustaining commercial career in art was not going to be easy. One of the few
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women to become a commercial success, she did so by turning to fantasy and children's illustration. This is a fascinating
illustrated biography of a talented artist, complete with beautiful reproductions of May Gibbs' work throughout.

The Little Ragged Blossom Picture Book
Join your favourite Gumnut Babies on their adventures in the Australian bush! Snugglepot, Cuddlepie, Ragged Blossom and
Obelia each learn new things or go on adventures in this reinvigoration of the classic May Gibbs tale. This beautiful boxed
set, containing four storybooks, breathes new life into classic Australian folklore. Snugglepot ventures to the big city in The
Beetle Battle; Cuddlepie learns that going to the dentist isnt so bad in Honey Trouble; Ragged Blossom learns to be brave
for her friends in The Great Rescue; and we learn of Little Obelias origin story in The Lost Princess. These picture books are
beautifully illustrated with watercolour paintings depicting Indigenous flora and fauna. The books are a board book size,
making these little books perfect for little hands. The collection of these four titles together make the perfect gift for any
lover of our native bush and wildlife.

Henry Bournes Higgins
The Little Gumnut Tales (May Gibbs)
Illustrated by the author.

A Ragged Blossom Tale
Join the delightful Gumnut Babies and their friends to learn your ABC's in the Australian bush!

Storm Boy
'It's hard to tell, hard to say, I don't know if the bush babies found me or I found the little creatures.' May Gibbs' stories
reveal magic in the Australian bush, woven through the voices of her unique and curious characters and through her
imagery and humour. It is a magic that continues to captivate generations of Australians. In this fascinatingly detailed and
well researched biography, Maureen Walsh steps into May Gibbs' magic circle and gives us an insight into one of Australia's
most treasured children's authors. Commencing with May's birth in middle class London, Maureen details the family's
struggles upon their arrival in an unfamiliar land. While their initial encounters of the harsh Australian outback were
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daunting, a move to Perth brings happier times and leads to May's affinity with the bush. May Gibbs' lively spirit is brought
to life with interviews, notes from May's sketchbooks and quotes from her letters and autobiographical notes. This book is a
commitment to the story of May Gibbs and, with the help of those who care for our Australian stories and bush magic, is
keeping the memory of May and her characters alive.

May Gibbs, Mother of the Gumnuts
Your favorite web-spinning hero is here to save the world! When a genetically enhanced spider escapes from a laboratory
cage and bites Peter Parker, his normal teenaged life is transformed. Suddenly, Manhattan has its own superhero - one that
can climb walls, soar through the air, and shoot spider-webbing from his wrists! But danger lurks in the streets—the Green
Goblin wants to take over the world. Can Spider-Man keep the world safe? Or will the Green Goblin squash him like a bug?

The Story of Little Obelia
May Gibbs, Mother of the Gumnuts
First published over 100 years ago in 1918, these delightful tales of iconic Australian folklore have never been out of print.
Combined together in one hardback bind-up for the first time, this edition includes The Complete Adventures of Snugglepot
& Cuddlepie, Little Ragged Blossom, Little Obelia, Nuttybub & Nittersing and Chucklebud & Wunkydoo. Featuring May Gibbs'
original stories and hand-drawn illustrations, this edition brings to life the enchanting world of the gumnut babies and other
bush characters for today's generation. Snugglepot and Cuddlepie set off looking to see a Human for the first time. Their
adventures take them all across the bush introducing us to beloved characters and native bush creatures along the way.
This hardback is the ultimate addition to any fan's collection.

The Complete Adventures of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie
A Snugglepot Tale
The Complete Adventures of Snugglepot and Cuddlepot
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When The Australia Book won the 1952 Children's Book of the Year Award, it was described as 'one of the most beautiful
and original books ever published for children in Australia - and that remains as true today as it was then.

Wattle Babies
The Complete Adventures of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie combines May Gibbs' much loved classics, The Tales of Snugglepot
and Cuddlepie and its two sequels, Little Ragged Blossom and Little Obelia. First published over 100 years ago in 1918,
these delightful tales of iconic Australian folklore have never been out of print. This new paperback edition of Australia's
best-loved children's book includes the original, hand-drawn illustrations, bringing alive the enchanting world of the gumnut
babies and other bush characters for today's generation.

The Australia Book
Im looking forward to exploring today, said Snugglepot. I dont think we have ever been so far from our tree! Join Snugglepot
and Cuddlepie in the Australian bush as they encounter a human, go to a picture show and discover a cave! Gather round
the camp fire and get ready for stories of friendship and adventure with May Gibbs' classic characters.

Gum Blossom Babies
Helen Garner’s gritty, lyrical first novel divided the critics on its publication in 1977. Today, Monkey Grip is regarded as a
masterpiece—the novel that shines a light on a time and a place and a way of living never before presented in Australian
literature: communal households, music, friendships, children, love, drugs, and sex. When Nora falls in love with Javo, she is
caught in the web of his addiction; and as he moves between loving her and leaving, between his need for her and
promises broken, Nora’s life becomes an intense dance of loving and trying to let go. Helen Garner is one of Australia’s
finest authors. In 2006 she received the inaugural Melbourne Prize for Literature, and in 2016 she won the prestigious
Windham–Campbell Prize for non-fiction. Her novels include Monkey Grip, The Children’s Bach, Cosmo Cosmolino and The
Spare Room. I rolled and rolled in the water, deafening my ears while I thought of, and discarded, all the reasons why I
shouldn’t go. I popped up, hanging on to the rail, hair streaming on my neck. ‘OK. I’ll come.’ Javo was looking at me. So,
afterwards, it is possible to see the beginning of things, the point at which you had already plunged in, while at the time you
thought you were only testing the water with your toe. ‘Garner is a natural storyteller.’ James Wood, New Yorker ‘Her use of
language is sublime.’ Scotsman ‘This is the power of Garner’s writing. She drills into experience and comes up with such
clean, precise distillations of life, once you read them they enter into you. Successive generations of writers have felt the
keen influence of her work and for this reason Garner has become part of us all.’ Australian ‘Its embattled characters are so
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real that by the last page you feel not just that you have read a magnificent novel but that you have experienced life itself.’
The Times on The Spare Room 'What Garner offers in these novels is an alternative to the cloying metafiction of the late
20th century and the washed-out realism of the 21st. They are undeniably of their time – the 1970s commitment to the
liberating possibilities of sex, drugs and communal living in Monkey Grip, the hangover nursed in the 1980s in The
Children’s Bach – but they also belong to a literary epoch we think of as long gone, as they earnestly strive to resurrect a
modernist art of estrangement.' London Review of Books

Spider-Man: The Adventures of Spider-Man
The Complete Adventures of Blinky Bill
This miniature edition contains an extract from TThe Complete Adventures of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie',following the
adventures of these famous gumnut children as they travel to see their first humans. Part of the TTiny Book Series'.

Gumnut Babies
The bush is the home of many different Nuts and Blossoms known as the Gumnut Babies. This book is about a caring
Blossom who decides to help her friend.

Blinky Bill
Join Snugglepot and Cuddlepie for some wonderful adventures in the Australian bush. Fall in love with May Gibbs' classic
characters as they go camping, make new friends and much more!

The Complete Adventures of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie
The Magic Pudding
A fully illustrated whimsical children's tale about a mischievous pudding come to life!
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One, Two Three
This book is about a caring Nut called Cuddlepie who had a toothache.

Nuttybub and Nittersing
Beautiful new Centenary edition to celebrate the publication of May Gibbs's first book, GUMNUT BABIES, in 1916. May
Gibbs's marvellous creation - the Gumnut world, with its tiny heroes and heroines and deliciously villainous villains - has
fascinated generations of children since its first publication in 1916. Gumnuts at the races, at the ballet, and dancing at
balls are some of May's exquisitely illustrated scenes that have delighted us all. This beautiful new edition has been
produced to mark the Centenary of GUMNUT BABIES and contains the stories of Gum-Blossom Babies, Flannel Flowers and
Other Bush Babies, Boronia Babies, Wattle Babies, plus Nuttybub and Nittersing and Chucklebud and Wunkydoo. The
perfect companion for THE COMPLETE ADVENTURES OF SNUGGLEPOT AND CUDDLEPIE. Ages 8+
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